Good Vibes & Bottom Dwellers
Austackle Vexa
Vibr Cockle
Green

-

Weight: 5gm, Instant vibration with minimal rod movement. Loud, low
frequency sonic vibration triggers a reaction, even from inactive fish,
UV paint features on every lure, Lumo eyes on selected lures

Cranka Crab –
Cockle Crab

Designed specifically for bream but as anglers are quickly finding out it is deadly on a
wide range of different estuarine species. This lure features realistic floating foam
claws that float up above the crabs head in the water waving around just like a real
"defensive" crab. Other features of this lure include realistic soft plastic legs, tungsten
base plate which comes in 2 different weights one light (3.9 grams) and one heavy (5.9
grams)

Cranka Crab –
Glow Black 3.9g

Designed specifically for bream but as anglers are quickly finding out it is deadly on a
wide range of different estuarine species. This lure features realistic floating foam
claws that float up above the crabs head in the water waving around just like a real
"defensive" crab. Other features of this lure include realistic soft plastic legs, tungsten
base plate which comes in 2 different weights one light (3.9 grams) and one heavy (5.9
grams)

Ecogear VX40
435 blade

Target Species: Bream, Lure Type: sinking vibration bait, Body Shape:
bait fish shape blade lure, Weight: 3.5g /5g, Length: 35mm / 40mm,
Colour: 435, Depth Range: any depth range, Action: vibrating blade
style lure

Ecogear VX40
439 blade

Target Species: Bream, Lure Type: sinking vibration bait, Body Shape:
bait fish shape blade lure, Weight: 5g, Length: 35mm / 40mm, Colour:
445, Depth Range: any depth range, Action: vibrating blade style lure

Ecogear VX40
445 blade

Target Species: Bream, Lure Type: sinking vibration bait, Body Shape:
bait fish shape blade lure, Weight: 5g, Length: 35mm / 40mm, Colour:
445, Depth Range: any depth range, Action: vibrating blade style lure

Ecogear ZX30
shrimp blade
416

Length: 30mm, Weight: 3.5g, Action: Sinking/Vibration. The totally NEW
Ecogear ZX range of ‘shrimp blades’ has been designed by world renowned
lure designer Takayoshi Orimoto with influence from the Australian Ecogear
Pro Staff Team. Their design combination allows the angler the upmost
strength, control, action, appeal and hook set ability when targeting a vast
array of structures and depth ranges.

Ecogear ZX30
shrimp blade
414

Length: 30mm, Weight: 3.5g, Action: Sinking/Vibration. The totally NEW
Ecogear ZX range of ‘shrimp blades’ has been designed by world renowned
lure designer Takayoshi Orimoto with influence from the Australian Ecogear
Pro Staff Team. Their design combination allows the angler the upmost
strength, control, action, appeal and hook set ability when targeting a vast
array of structures and depth ranges.
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Jackall chubby
vibe 40 - HL
Silver & Black

Depth: sinking. Buoyancy: sinking. Length: 40mm, weight: 4.8g. At a
size that appeals to a wide range of estuary and freshwater species,
Chubby’s have a tight, wide action that screams for attention.
Whether you want to slow roll them over weed beds or stab and dart
them among structure, Chubby’s will convert lookers into scorers.

Jackall Lipless
Crank Bait Lure
Ghost Black Red
Belly 50mm

Depth: sinking. Length: 50mm. Weight: 10g. Weighted and ballanced
to swim at the slowest speeds for those really tough days when the
fish are shut down.They cast super long distances with ease so you
can spend more time in the water where the fish are. Suitable for
Bream, Flathead, bass, and a host of other species.

Savage Gear
blade
PLU:345038

Stainless steel blade, Lead alloy body, BLN tournament double hooks,
Stainless steel snap

Savage Gear
blade
PLU:345045

Stainless steel blade, Lead alloy body, BLN tournament double hooks,
Stainless steel snap

Strike Pro Astro
Vibe 45/146

Length 4.5cm, Weight 9.6g, Sinking, A metal blade and a rattling vibe
lure. The Astro Vibe incorporates a Polycarbonate Belly with small inbuilt rattles. It also allows for a transparent finish to be achieved in a
metal blade and the belly section is UV for added attraction.

TT switchblade
1/2 2367 green
back

Can be slowly retrieved over shallows or jigged through deep water or
bounced around structure in a similar fashion to soft plastic fishing. The TT’s
Switchblade fishing lure has been a tournament winner and a major player on
the Bream and Bass scenes. Almost anything in the estuary will bite down on
the TT’s Switchblade fishing lure even Big Mulloway!

TT switchblade
2324 red
nightmare

Can be slowly retrieved over shallows or jigged through deep water or
bounced around structure in a similar fashion to soft plastic fishing. The TT’s
Switchblade fishing lure has been a tournament winner and a major player on
the Bream and Bass scenes. Almost anything in the estuary will bite down on
the TT’s Switchblade fishing lure even Big Mulloway!
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